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John ft. Ourry t, A. :B. 
The University of Nebrask{l. 
College of Medicine 
Senior Thesis 
1934 
Introd uc ti on 
A doctor's obligation to his profession is to serve 
~umai ity. - By rendering~this service he must cure sometimes, 
relieve often, and confort always. 
While these facts were brewing within my mind there 
suddenly occurred to me that a great injustice was being ad-
ministered to patients upon whom, for some reason or other, 
a diagnosis of heart disease had been bestowede Often times 
such a diagnosis is made without adequate grounds, and in 
other instances true heart disease is confused with only a 
functional disturbance. Mistakes in diagnosis, such as 
those mentioned, have caused many an individuals life to be 
ruined. 
Deeming this problem as important. at least in my mind, 
I shall take it upon myself to review the li terature on fun-
ctional diseases of the heart and present this work as my 
senior thesis for the degree of doctor of medicine at !he 
University of Nebraska. 
, 
If the information to follow will aid the profession in 
diagnosing this syndrome, I will consider my work as fruit-
ful. 
J.R.C. 
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History 
Ace orcLtng to 1')a Cos ta, who wasrespons i ble f or the 
first clinical investigation and report on the subject 
of irri table heart, this coneU. tion was known amI probably 
has been known through all the ages. (11), He stated that sim-
ilar reports, or merely mention of such cases~ were made upon 
soldiers of the Crimean war. Such publicat5.on, he stated, 
can be found j.n the Brl tish Blue Dook. He further ad.ded, that 
he had seen statements here and" there among the medical liter-
ature which make it likely that the same affliction was not-
iced in India, among Sir Henry Havelock's gallant troors. 
Looking at the causes which produce it, it must.have 
occurred in the troops in Sj.r John Moore I s retreat. where, 
as Napier tells us, some brigades covered the retreat, fight-
ing for twelve days and traversed eighty miles of road in 
two marches, (11), or among the devoted "band b~r whose energ-
etic movements Lord Clive conquered India, or among the vict-
orious colu!ps which, under Napoleon's guidance :Dassed hy for-
ced marches from the Rhine to the Danube, and compelled at 
Ulm, the surrender of an army. or among the shat teredcc.and 
harassed. forces which foune! their way back from the disast-
rous invasion of Russia. 
However Da Costa, in exa.min~ng t:he documents bearing on 
these movements, could not find the subject mentioned. But 
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he further stated that just because the disorder is not re-
cognized is' not proof of its not having existed. For, when 
we reflect how almm t entirely the accurate knowledge of dis-
ease of the heart is the knowleg,ge of our times. we can, read-
ily understand how difficult or impossible it may have been 
to have dist:f.nguished the less marked group. 
As was stated previously Da Costa was the first to re-
port any clinical data on this subject. (11) & (60), In 1871, 
He repDrted some three hundred cases of this malady. His 
cases were taken both from patients who had served in the 
Civil war and private pattents. .LIa Costa, however, recognized 
this condition in 1862, when in a communication addressed to 
the departement in December he intimated such a cardiac dis-
order. (3), But because of several reversals and setbacks his 
analysis of several hundred patients was not completed until 
the year of his publica ti onof the subj ec t. (11). His obser-
vations justified the conclusion~ that the eondition was a 
functionalone.(6), 
During the interval up to the world war there are few 
if any references to thiE\cond_i tion in the li terature, but 
early in 1915, so many British soldiers affected with "dis-
ordered action of the heart~ were sent back from the firing 
lines to the base hospitals that new in~estigations were begun 
on such c~ses by TPomas Lewis.(6), Out of these investigat-
ions come much of our ~nowledge of this subject to day. With 
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this knowledge large numbers of men were weeded out of the dra 
ft in army camps ma~ of them coming form rural and mount-
ainous districts and many of them being of the colored race. 
Lewis also noted that the concii tion was common in the civil 
life of both men and women, but made no effort to describe it 
throughly at that time. 
Investigations on this subject have continued since the~ 
Much has been learned, but because of the importance of the 
condition myriad of experiments have been carried out until 
the present status of the condition is soundly established, and 
it is referred to as that syndrome of ill health in which the 
symptoms and signs produced in normal subjects by excessive 
exercise are called forth in the patients by lesser amounts 
and in which no defini teiphllsical signs of sturctural disease 
are anywhere discovered. (16), The smaller the amount of work 
required to produce these symptoms and signs the more severe 
the malady. It is being emphasized more at the present time 
that this symptom or syndrome of neurocirculatory asthenia 
in not particularly a soldier's'malady, but that it is a 
common cmdition among the civilian population where it is 
often called heart strain, and that its frequent appearance in 
soldiers during the war was in a large part due to its un-
veiling by circumstances which the civilian does not always 
meet. (16), 
4· 
During the time that £his condition was being recog~ 
nized by the variesSinvestigators, there has beena gradual 
evolution in the nomenclature. Da Costa in 1871, referred to 
this syndrome as irritable heart, soldiers heart,_ and at 
times functional heart dis ease, When Lewis began his stud-
ies on the subject during the world war he felt that these 
names were not descriptive enough, so he first substituted 
disordered actton of the heart and later effort syndrome. 
Effort syndrome was chosen as the mos t satisfactory be-
cause in-those patients who had no signs of structural disease 
it was found that the~ymptoms and signs which appeared were 
those appearing in a healthy person who undertook strenous 
exercise.(42), It was also found in these patients that the 
degree of effort needed to sall the symptoms forth was in in-
verse ratio_to the malady and the signs and symptoms were the 
exaggerated physiological response to exercise. 
As this condition became more prevalent a more descrip-
tive term was in wanting. The results of many investigations, 
however, finally led to the adoption of neurocirculato~J as-
thenia. (20), Although this nomenclature is not a clinical en-
tity it is a descriptive, non committal term which is easily 
understood and not misunderstood through out the whole profess" 
ipn. This term was later introduced into this country, and 
remains at present the most satisfactory designation. It has 
been accepted through out the whole profession because i~ 
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expresses its abnormal character by referring to both neur-
asthenic state and circulatory symptoms, and at the same time 
doesn 1 t limit the term to "effort: or 'tirritability: or "sold-
ier~ or make it too general by calling it by a vague inclusive 
designation flcardiac nellroisi: (22), 
6 
Etiology 
Lewis divides the principle etiDlogjcal factors of this 
meuroasthenic condition into definj.te groups. (6), The larg-
est group is composed of individuals of constitutional weak-
ness, physical, mental o~ both. (16) & (15), Usually under-
nourished, undersized men of viscer'Jptotic build with flat or 
elongated chest are especially likely to develop this this 
syndrome, a.s well as those people who are of an"inferior 
mentality and who give a family history of insanity or epi-
lepsy. In a few instances effort syndrome develops in those 
who have been restrained from the usual activities of child-
hood by over zealous parents. Asecond group comprises thm e 
who who are worn out from severe physical work of long stand-
ing together wi th improper food and lack of relaxa ti on. The 
remaining groltp c onsiats of ,the following: 
I Patients in the convalescent period of th~ infect-
i ous diseases including pneumonia, typhoj.d, rheum-
atisrn, tonsillitis, clloree., etc. 
2 A smaller group composed of individuals suffering 
from unrec08nized infection such as foci in the 
teeth, tonsils, gall bladder t intestinal trac t or 
appendix. 
3 A group consisting of those having incipient pul-
monary tuberculosis, or an early organic valvular 
disease. 
4 At one time heart strain was considered an irnoortant 
.L 
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cause, but is now generally c onceded that the nor-
mal heart in a heal thy person cannot gj.ve symptoms of 
effort syndrome as a result of f'train alone. Alcohol, 
tobacco and syphilis play an insignificiant part. 
According to Da Costa, whose analysj.s was made purely 
on three hundred soldiers, the etiological factor~l concerned 
in the production of effort syndrome are:(ll), 
Number Percentage 
1 Fevers 34 17 
2 Diarrhoea 61 30.5 
3 Hard field 
service 69 
4 Wounds, injuries, 
rheumatism, scurvy, 
ordinary du ties of 
soldiers life and 
doubtful causes -~6 --~-----~-------------- 18 
Total 
------ 200 100 
Age also acted as a predj.sposlng cause,as seen by this· 
table: 
Age Cases Percent 
From -- ..... ---- 16 18 yrs. 24 
----------
12 
tt 
------- 18 
-
20 It 26 13 
----------
tt 
------- 20 - 25 t1 86 43 ----------
tt 
------- 25 - 30 It 34 17 ----------
8 
It ---~--- 30 - 35 " 17 
35 - 45 It 13 n.5 
Fully two thirds of the cases happened from the 16th 
to the 25th year. Here the majority occurred from the 20th_ 
to the 25th year; yet Da Costa states that if' the question 
was considered with reference to the mumber of persons under 
20 years of age in the ranks, these would be found to have 
furnished the largest percentage. Occupation was found to 
have no influence on the product.ion Qf the malady. Paint~rs, 
butchers, blacksmi-ths, carpenters and the city bred man were 
all fully represented in the long list of suffers. 
A more comprehensive view of the general causes of the 
malady shows that quick and long marches, heary work, produce 
the condition, or even slight exertion in those whose strength 
has suffered, or condition of the heart been disturbed by diar 
rhoea o'f' fever give the same disorder. (40), It is found. to 
develop in those previ ously weaJ!\ and unaccus tomed to fa tigue, 
or subj ect to readily quickened circu1a tion. The mechanism 
of this distur~ance, according to Da Costa, is aSfollowing: 
The heart has become irri table from its over acUvi ty and 
frequent excitement. The nervous disorder so set up is con-
tinued and gives rise to the. effects. (11), DaCosta main~ins 
that thespecial nerve center Df the heart is stimulated bv ,., 
reflex impulses from other portions of the body carried by 
way of the sympathetics. These reflexs impulses stimulate the 
nerve center and cause a resulting pUlsation of the heart. 
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If these impulses continue long enough the heart will become 
very sensitive and irritable to them.(5), 
According to White (46), the etiology of neurocircula-
tory as thenia is not knoWll. The fundamental origi~of irr-
i tabili ty and fatilabili ty of the nervous system in so called 
functional disorders, or'<neuraBthenia~"istetj.ll obscure. They 
have usually been called functional disorders, but the mechan-
ism of such disorders is as yet unexplained. Abnormalities 
of central nerve cells induced 'l1Jy fatigue in experimental ani-
mals have been noted and may be possible factors. More over 
why gastro intestir-al symptoms are most prominent in some 
patients, cerebral symptoms in others and cardia vascular in 
others has not been explained. Variations in innervation or 
I 
early accidenta associat~ with other trouble( indigestion, 
headache, extrasystole, or cardiac symptoms)rnay constitute 
the answer. Campbell (5), however, put forth evidence that 
these variable symptoms in individuals may be due to an idio-
syncrasy of those patients. White summed up his opinion by 
stating that in the present stateof knowledge that some pat-
ient! s neuroasthenia is adisorder commonly found in so me in-
dividuals, usually under speRial strain, who were born with an 
especially sensi tive nervous system. 
White's observations on the part that age plays in the 
et iology of this syndrome conform yery closely to those of 
Da Costa. (46), Out of 365 cases ".7.hi te found that over half 
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were between twenty and for ty years of age. Twenty three and 
nine tenth percent of this total being in the third and twenty 
seven percent being in the fourth decay of life. While only 
a little over seven percent fell in the second decay of life 
with only a small percentage being found J.n either the early 
or late decays of onets existence. 
Sex is also a factor. Fene,les are affected more than ma~ 
e6. The Iatio in the series of cases by W1jte and Jones was 
fifty nine percent female and forty percent males. (46), Hered~· 
i ty is one of them<B t . important etiological factors. It is 
common to find' that a close relative of the1:patient has also 
has a sensitive nervous system. Besides heredity the one 
othere\~iolodical factor of great :i.mportance is that of strain. 
This may be the result of worry over business, social. or 
family troubles. 
The toxic effect of tobacco, alcopol, tea, coffee, and 
other substances does not in itself cause neurocirc,Jlatory 
asthenia. (46). although it may aggravate, or 'perhaps even 
precipitetcit. During the world war of 1914 - 18,it was tr.ought 
that 9ver indUlgence in these things particularly in tobacco 
and alcohol, might explain the great frequency of this ail-
ment,but actually the revers,e Was found, and it was observed 
that the victims of this disorder, realizing their sensi tj.ve-
ness, indulged in these things less than did the average sold-
-ler. It is usually the combination of eXCitement, exertion, 
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and futigue that precipitates the maximum degree of symptoms 
in. a susceptible individual. And it is this combination in 
war times that occasions the great exaggeration of the disord-
er in so many nervous young men.(43), Infections are the pre-
cipitating causes in may cases. Warfield anci Smi th who in 1918, 
examined two hundred and thirty.five soldiers with effort syn-
drome actually diagnosed eighty eight cases of these as hav-
ing pulmonary tuberculosis.(45) 
Roby and Boas in their observations on these patients(38) 
concluded that the fundamental caase of neurocirculatory as-
thenia is due to a nel'V.)Us 'unstabili ty of the patient that can-
not be cured. According to these men such patients gave a 
family history of nervousness. Some member of their family 
may be easily upset. The patient himself if examined will re-
veal nervous symptoms da tJng back to childhood. (12), 
Fra.ncis ]'raser and Wilson of England made a series of 
experiments on effort syndrome patients and normalmen.(14), 
Their experiments consisted of noting the affect adrenalin 
and apocodeine had upon these two different types of indiv-
iduals. They observed through the course of the exneriment 
"" 
that those patients of irritable heart reacted more strongly 
to these drugs than normal people. Their conclusion was that 
the mechanism of effort syndrome was due to the greater unstab-
ility of the sympathetic nervous system whose hypersensitiveness 
allowed for a greater number of stimulations. (30), 
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Wilson (50), has brought further evidence to light to 
support the theory as given above. His work was done a bout 
the same time that Cotton, Rapport, Slade and Lewis published 
the results of their experiments with atropine, pilocarpine 
and amyl nitrite on effort ,syndrome patients. (8), (9),{lQ), 
Their conclusions r~.ched from these experiments are: 
1 The effect produced by atropine and amyl nitrite on 
these patients was almost negligible. 
2 Pilocarpine increased the symptoms 
3 Ihe fact that pilocarpine has a greater affect on 
the patients than the normal control is quite ind' 
icative that the cause of the syndrome is the relative 
unstability of the nervous system. 
B.S. Oppenheimer and M.A. Rothschild working in England 
during the world war based the etiology of neurocirculatory 
asthenia upon a ~sychoneurotic basis.(32), They determined 
that out of a series of one hundred cases that fifty one per-, 
cent showed a personal his Lory of psychoneurosis, and that ~. 
fifty six percent showe~a positive family history, and that only 
six percenuof the controls showed any evidence of a psycho-
neurotic his tor" 0 Th.ey concluded, theref are, that psychoneur-
otics were principally if not wholly the only ones affected. 
Davies(12), of England in a similar investigation found that 
about one tenth of th~pa tients suffering wi th this syndrome 
were meurasthenic. 
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Dr. venninl of Fra.nce after examinwpnd following about 
seven thousand effort syndrome pattents over a period of two 
years, during the world war, concluded t:hat the chief cause 
of D~AGH. was that of mental and physical stra n produced dur-
ing war1time. (44), The next in importance was infec ti ous dis-
eases theinaj ori ty of whi ch began in ci vil,life chi ef of which 
was rheu.rn.ati-sm. 
Dr. Brooks gives in addition to the above causes a racial 
~lftfluence. (4), From a study of the soldiers presenting t.b em-
selves with this affliction during and after the world war, 
he finds that the Jewish race included fully two thirds of the 
cases, and of these the greater number are among the Russian 
jews. Next inpoint of frequency stands the Italians, then the 
Irish, the Americans, the Scandinavians, and las-t of all the 
negro. The French and British are relatively not affected as 
freq~ently as those just mentioned. ~other very striking 
finding by Brooks was,the part that heredity plays. He found 
from these patient's histories that other members of their 
immediate family and near relatives showed some form of emot-
ional disturbance. In by far the greater number of cases the 
trait had been transmitted from the maternal side, though by no 
means was it infrequent to see both parents, espectally the Rus-
aian Jews, present perfectly cle~r stigmata of the conditi9n. 
Friedlander and Freyhof were strong supgorters of the 
~ 
theory that foci of infection was responsible, at least in a 
-. 
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large part, for the precipi tation of this condi ti on of effort 
syndrome. (15), They gave as proof of this s ta temen t the ob-
servati ons. that out of the fifty men affec ted fifty to ninety 
percent. had trouble wi th their teeth, sinuses and tonsils .. 
These men also confirmed the findilg s of most men on this sub-
ject that no organic heart trouble could be elicited. ~ffects 
of tobacco and alcohol were found to increase the pulse rate 
and blood pressure, but as far as being the cause of the ail-
ment they had no basis for such conclusion, They did, however, 
believe that these habits, if excessive, could help precip-
itate such an affliction. 
A great deal has been written about the possibility of 
hyperthyroidism being the etiological factor of neurocircul-
atory asthenia. B.rooks mentioned (4), such a possibility, but 
qualified his statement at the end by inferring that such a 
thenry, as yet, was not securely founded. This theory was the 
basis of much diversity in opinion until Peabody came out in 
19l8,with his determinations of the basal metabloism on fifty 
seven previously diagnosed hyperthyroid cases. (36), He found 
that fifty two had a basal metabolism below the ten percent 
range above which is allowed for normal, and that fifty four 
were below the fifteen percent above normal range. Peabody's 
f.inal conclusion on thj_s subject was that all of these pat-
ients had a normal metabolic rate.. According to him these ob-
servations eliminates the possibility that hyperthyrodism is 
the cause of ne,uroc irculatory as thenia. If such would have 
been the case there would been an increase in rate. 
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S:rmptoms 
The symptoms of this syndrome are quite definite. Da 
Costa's first description of these patients was so thorough 
that only modifications of the symptoms as described by him 
have been added. True the original symptoms have been elabor-
ated on and the order of their occurrence changed to some 
extend. Nevertheless, the essence an~significance of the sym-
ptoms, as deElcribed by him in 1871, serve as a basis of card-
inal symptoms, as we have them to day. 1berefore, the symptoms 
as given here will first include the original description as 
given by Da Costa with a more elaborate discussion of the mod-
ifications and additional symptoms to follow. 
Da Costa gave the f;)llowing symptoms: ~llL 
1 Farpitation usually comes on following exertion hut 
not always. SDmetimes the patient might be waken from 
a sound sleep, and cases have been reported where 
these attackS were worse at night and early mornj.ng" 
]'its of palpitation were not only associated with 
cardiac uneasiness and pain, but in some with headache 
di mness of vision, and giddiness. As a rule, the pat-
ient could not lie on his left side for fear of ex-
citing fits of palpitation. 
2 Cardiac or precordial pain is ~ nearly always a con-
stant symptom and often the first sign or symptom 
noticed by the patient. '.the chief location of the 
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pain was the lower part of the precordium, pa.rticularly 
near the apex. But it is not always l1rn5. ted to the 
region of the heart. It my be spoken of as shoot-
ing to the left axilla or passing down the left arm, 
or present under the left scapula. Friedlander and 
Freyhof consider pain as the most common symptom.(15') 
3 Pulse, j.s rapid varying from laC to 140. In charact-
, , 
ar it is small and easily cornpressil)le. It might or 
might not exh1bt the abrupt or jerki,ng character. 
4, Respiratlon, ace ordi'ng to Da Coata, is not dis-
turbed much. The pulse respiratory ratio ranges 
from four to one to six to one. 
5 Nervous disorders manifest themselves chiefly by 
headache, giddiness. disturbed sleep, 8,nd other, 
symptoms which, though common, are not so constant 
as the ones mentioned. 
6 HeM.ache is not apt to be persi sten t, but to occur 
in spells, and is generally of a dull heavy cha.ract-
ere It is more particularly noted after severe 
attacks of palpitation and. might be associa.ted with 
giddiness, and with increased heat and redness of the 
face. Dizziness is often complained of, and j.s in-
creased by stooping or by exercise ard sometimes pre-
cedes the attacks of palpitation. 
7 Disturbance of the sympathetic nervous system as 
17 
shown by the presence in some cases of itching of the 
skin with excessive perspiration and sweating of the 
hands • 
. 8 Digestive disorders are frequently found. a,nd Da 
Costa from his 8l1e.lys).s concluded that great abdom-
inal distension and d;.a.rrhea were symptoms constantly 
encountered. Friedlander in his series of fifty 
. cases found tha t the incidence of gas tro intes tinal 
dis'order was present in nearly fj.fty percent' of the 
. (lr.:, ca.ses. :) " 
Whi te gave as the three cardinal symptoms tbe follow-
ing: (46). 
1 Palpi tation is for the most part but the keen con-
sciousness~. of, the '[orcif1;ll aC ti..fm of tte heart bea t-
ing rapidily. Arrhythmia occurs 'but is uncoIr..IDon, 
, 
but when premature beats or paroxysms of tachycardia 
do appear they usually aggravate thecondj, tion con-
siderably. 
2 Precordial pain. a,s Whi te descrj.bed i. t is a dull or 
heavy a.che as a rule, lasting for hoursland not rad-
j.ating, but o(~r,asjonally ;. t is interspersed wi th shaJp 
stabbing sensations. 
:3 Dyspnoea was found to be of more importance by White. 
Brea thlessnesSi is mos tly subj eo ti ve. there being an 
unpleasant consciousness of the ordinary respiratory 
act wi thout much of any evident labour. distress, or 
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rapidi ty of respiration. Sometj.mes, however. there 
is a tachypnoea, and during the world war cases were 
noted with an extreme but temporary accelera"Lion of 
respiratory rate. even to one hundred to more per 
minute. An)interestj.ng and oommonly aSf'oclated phen-
omenon is the abnormal increase of a tendency to sigIl. 
Tn fact the presenpe of abnormally frequent sighing 
is a helpful sign when attempting to diagnose neuro-
circulatory asthenia from organic heart disease. for 
the hea,rt disease even in the presence of cardia.c fail--
ure is rarely attended by slghing unless it is comp-
licated by neurocirculatory asthenia. 
Thomas Lewis, in his very extensive studj.es on this 
subject during and after the world war. gave the following, 
symptoms given tn their order of frequency: (18),(23),(49). 
1 13raathlessness which is provoked in an exaggerated 
degree by exertion~ 
2 Pain which varief;l in degree from a precordial dis'o""",," 
fort tdvpin of a'lginal distribution and is associ-
ated with exercise o 
3 Exhaustion which is provoked by exertion 
4 Giddiness and fainting whlch is c,luj.te frequent and 
may c orne on at any time o 
The abOll e symptoms are the cardinal s3lmptoms as given 
by Thomas Lewis. They may be accepted as the most recent 
. 
and authenic list known on this subject to day. However, 
it must not be forgot that other men were just as essential in 
compling thts list as Lewis. Lewis just extended his invest-
igations a little farther, and because of IUs predecessors 
was able to profi t by their mlstakes. Consquently th:i.s whole 
matter only refers back to the peginning of thic dlecussion 
where it W9.S fltated that recent experimenters were only suo-
cessful in modifying and adding a few remarks to the origin-
al findings of Da Costa's. 
Besides the cc~rdinal symptoms as given above Lewis 
makes mention of several ~ess common ones which were found 
occurring only occasionally. These symptoms are as .gj.ven: 
1 Palpitation 
2 Feadache which was usually frontal 
3 Lassi tude 
4 Coldness or sweating of the extremities 
5 Irr! tability of tempex-, sleeplessness, ina-bili ty 
to fix attention, shakiness, and flushing. 
6 Stuffiness of the throat 
7 Unpleasant dreams 
8 nisturbance of speech and voice 
The laboratory findings of Mrs Hriscoe(l8), showed that 
out of ninety three leucocytes counts made on thirty four pat-
ients that the average total l~cocyte count was 12000, cells 
percmm., the lowest being 6,800, and the highest 10,400. 
She no ted that there was a constdera. ble leucocytosis. the 
degree of whj.ch depended on the amount of exercise taken "he-
',<I', 
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fore count was made. The average count in the controls was 
found to be 7,400, in which the lowest was 5000, and the 
highest 10,400. Drs. Briscoe flrther noted th~ in thirty 
eight counts made among rested patients theaverage was 
10,600, while in thirty counts among patients who were up 
an about the average was12,700. In seventeen counts immed-
iately after a staircase excercise the average in healthy 
perBons was 'only 1100, more. To show the resronse of the 
white count to exercise in patj.ents and controls, Mrs" Bris-
coe gives the following figures: 
Thirteen patients Seven controls 
Before exercise 11,535 
----------------- 7,100 
After n 15,400 -----------~----- 8,200 
One hour later 11,150 
-----------------7,457 
'!he differential count showeJl a diural variation 
greater in patients than In controls and also a high-,er lymph-
ocytic count in patients.. TI1e po~ymorphonuclear count was 
lower in ra tlents than in controls. In nlnety three out of 
two hundred and thirty fj. ve patien ts the polynuclear count 
was below fifty percent, whereas in controls the polynuclear 
count was only below fifty percent in one out of seventy cases. 
From the bacterLb))ogical standpoint Mr. Briscoe in her 
first series of experiments reported positive blood culture 
in a greater share of the cases.(3', Not being satisfied 
with the results she set out again to perform like experi-
ments, and out of ninety six observations on forty three cases 
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she was able to get no posl tive growth. From t.tlese ser-
ies of experiments she was able to conclude that bacter-
iaemia does not piay a demonstrable part in the pathology of 
the d.isef;:.se, and credited the findings in her first series 
of observa ti ons a.s due to faulty technique. 
Mrs Briscoe(3), found t}'at the urine in these pat-
ients is reduced from 20 - 60 percent. In sixty percent of 
cases. the urine of the patients showed an increase acidi ty 
and in!,twenty percent depoei ts of phosphates were demonst-
rated. 
The latest symptom of importance is that of hyperes ... 
thesia over theprecorcUa and may even extend to the left 
shoulder (31), It is sj milar to the hyperalgesia found in 
angina pectoris. (27), 
Physical Signs 
Da Costa found, in his: examination of these patients, 
tha t the impu15e was almoo t always extended, ye t not corres-
ponding forc:i.ble. but rather it was quick, and abrupt or 
jerky. (11), When the hand was a.pplied to the precordial reg-
ion it could detect the quick impulse happening in a regular 
manner, or it would take cognizance of the irregularity of the 
rhythm of the irri tabl e heart, The two S oundslnigh t he per-
ceived by the hand, andon listening to these sounds the first 
may be lacking in volume and is feeble and short. 
Sometimes the sounds of the heart are~plit and cases 
where the firs't sound was thought to be doubled was later 
found to be .~"pi:l t. However, even where the rhy thm of the 
sounds isjnormal therer-ay be other modifications. (11). Thus 
the first may be dull and not deficient, but there is no 
cardiac enlargement, The sounds may be dull and heaY1.r. The 
impulse may be rather forcible, but on percussion of the . 
heart no hypertrophy is demonstrable. Murmu~~obscuring or 
\ 
replacing the cardiac sounds are not as a.rule present; yet 
\ 
they are met with, and are particularly systolic being lo-
cated above the apex, but in no way are they connected with 
the venous hum or other signs of anemia. 
Lewis finds that a number of these patients are often 
undersized or present long, narrow, or flat chest. (22), 
Many show signs of nervous instability as evidenced by the 
quickness of emoti omU responses and irri tabili ty. Coldness 
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of the hands and feet, and free sweating of thAse and of the 
axillae is common. The most significant signs are fou.nd in 
response of respiration and of the card:i.ovascular system to 
exercise. At absolute rest in bed and during sleep the res-
piratory rate is normal, but a simple hopping test deepens 
the excursion and raises the rate,according to the severity 
of the condition, to between 30 to 70, per minute, (26), 
In normal individuals of the same age the respiratory respon-
se to this~est is scarely noticeable. 
Lewis further ol)served that .the heart rate was affect-
ed very definltely. (18), He found that when the patients 
w.ere completely rested the average heart rate would be about 
eighty five per minute and that the rate would be normal in 
sleep. In patients th~t were up and around the average rate 
would be higher being from 90 to 100, :permlnute. Goncluding 
from this Lewis states, that the mearer the patierts were 
to complete rest the closer to normal would be their heart 
beat. On exercise he found that the average heart rate of 
the pattents would be from 20 to 30 beats higher tha,n the con ... 
trol when only about one fourth to one sixth the a.mount of 
work was d one. He al so noted that it took the pati en ts a 
much longer time to again get back to nDr~,l. 
Roby and Boas~orking together bought out more emphat-
\ 
tcally the findings of Leyl'is. (38~, In all their cases the 
pulse rate was ta.ken every day before the exercise., imroed-
ia tely afterwards, a nd two to four minutes after. Usually the 
pulse rate was accelerated ,out of all proportion to the 
exercise, and does not drop to normal in four, or even in 
ten minutes. However, at times they found that the pulse 
would becom~slower after exerclse, or that itjrnight fj.rst 
slow then become rapid. 
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Cotton, working in association wi th Rapport and IJewis 
in behalf of the Royal Medical Research Committee during the 
war, noted in his studies of a large number of men the foll-
owing response to a given amount of work: (7), 
1 The pulse rate rises much h5.gher than in controls, 
and the high rate is longer sustained, 
2 The blood pressure rises higher and the raised 
pressure is lOflger sus tained than in con troIs. 
3 Th.e suml'rJi t of the blood pressure is not delayed. 
By permi tting these pa tientsito go through a s erfes 
of walking test, Meakins and Gunson found that their pulse 
rate varies out of proportion to the extent of the exercise. 
The exerc5.se consi.sted of allowing the pat;. en tsand controls 
\ 
\ 
to walk seventy five paces and then climb up twenty seven 
steps. (29), Their observations on.fifty two cases showed 
that the pulse rR.te increased to an average of 132, per minute 
immediately after exercise and that the pulse rate of thirty 
• cases retL'lrned to theirprellio~ls normal in one minute and the 
others it took more than a minute. These men further noted 
that the degree of effort in response to exercise was great-
er in those/iPatients whose pulse rate (lid not return to nor-
mal within a minute. 
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Parkinson made the Bame observations by recording the 
pul se rate on s tanding and on slight exerti on. (34) • He found 
tha~an increase in pulse rate of ten was registered by the 
control when they moved from a sitting tqa standing position. 
i 
And an increase of sixteen occurred when the patients went 
through the same procedure. On exertion the control showed 
an increase of eleven beats over the mumber registered when 
standing. Where as th1patlent showed an increase of sevent-
een over the former position. A longer period elapse~ be-
fore the normal rate was retained in the patient than~n the 
control. 
~lood pressure is en other variable sign in these cases 
as proved by Roby and Boas and others o These two men in 
their study of the blood pressure of some- four hundred and 
and sixty five cases of neurocirculatory patients in the per.;!. 
iod dur:i.ng and following the world war found that when the 
patient is up andiabout the systolie blood pressure .is high, 
, 
usually between 135 and 170. TIle diastolic pressure is gen-
erally normal. After exercise, however, the systolie pres-
sure rises greatly and the diastolic dtrops. Accord.ing to the-
se rr; en a frequemt feature if. the persistence and loudness of 
the fourth sound heard with the stethoscope when taking the 
blood presure. Often a loud fourth sound can be heard down 
to the zero mark, a nd as a result makes the es tima ti on of 
the diastolic pressure difficult at times. (38) & (12), 
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Barringer in his study of these patients in 1918.(2), 
noted tha t by means/of blood pressure readings taken thirty, 
sixty and ninety seconds after a measured exercise that when 
the exercise overtaxes the reserve power of the heart thE'!re 
is a delay in rise of the systolic pressure after the exer-
cise, He, therefore, concluded that patients with effort 
syndrome have a decrease in card! ac reservE'! power. (37) & (29" 
As an illustIa tion Barringer gave the followj.ng figures: 
~,Blood Pressure after res t, Pressure after 1_00 hopes I 
10 
16 
17 
43 
44 
45 
61 
62 
Systolic 
155 
135 
145 
150 
140 
140 
154 
120 
lJiastolic 
90 
65 
65 
90 
85 
80 
100 
80 
-------- ...... 
Systolic 
175 
165 
185 
170 
154 
184 
165 
138 
viastolic 
70 
o 
o 
78 
o 
o 
70 
60 
Probably the greatest problem of all in a 'study of 
this cond5. tion, is the determination of the efficiency of 
the heart and whether organic pathology is present. Aus tin 
Jllj.nt, in his work on such patients during the civ-il war, 
attempted to answer and possibly settle this question. (13) 
Flint divided his fj.ndings accordine to those found on per-
cussi on, paJ.pati on, ~md auscultati on. (l), 
On percussion one can show whether or not the heart is 
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enlarged, absence of which is evidence that the disorder 
is purely functional. By paJ.pation it is found that in a 
functional disorder of the heart that the beat is quj.ck and 
violent giving a sensati ,m of a shock or blow.. It is also 
possible to determine the posi tion of the apex beat and whe-. 
ther a thrill is associ~tedo 
Auscultation furnishes important j.nforlW tion f:i.rst, 
negatj.ve by showing the absence of adventi tious sounds and 
second posit~.vely, by showing that the natural sounds pre-
serve their essential charac terB and normal relations to 
each other. A systolic murmur may he present. and by aus-
cuI tation one can differentiate an inorganj.c from an organic 
murmur in the following way: 
1 An inorganj.c murmur is always systii>lic and rarely 
roug"t 1.n qual i ty. 
2 A..9 S llmi ng tha t the murmur is 1 oc a ted a t the bas e 
of the heart it may be referred to the aorta or 
pulmonic artery, or both; If the latter this fact 
renders its inorganic charac~er almost certain pro-
vided valvul ar les tons are excluded. 
::, An orgaj. C [fiUrrllllr, on the other hand, may be dia ... 
stolle or systolic and diastolic combined. It is 
often rough and someUmes musical bej,ne referred to 
the aortic orifice occasionally. 
The hea.rt sounds in cases of functional dis order are 
intensified in proportion to the increased f'oree of the 
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heart's action. (13), Tbe1r intensity is often such that they 
are perceived by the1patient with groo. t distinct:i.rm, especial-
l 
ly at night. The valvular element of the first sound is in 
sound cases unusually marked. There are two reasons for this: 
1 In the first place it is due to the force and quick-
ness of the ventricular contrantions. 
2 And in the second pIe,ce to the compara tively small 
quanti ty of 1)lood wi thin the ventricles at the time 
of venticular systole. 
·The integri ty of the heart sounds, the normal!rela ti ve 
I 
intensity of the aortic and pulmonic second sound, and of 
the roi tral and. tricuspid element of the f1rst s ouncl., con-
stitute important evidence in cases of disturbed aetioD of 
the heart. (13), The apex beat, or sys tollc sound of t.he 
heart, tf, some times acc ompanj.ed by ringing intone. tion called 
Laennex metallic tinnitus.(ll, 
Adelj.tional auscultatory sounds wh:i.ch are or IrJay be 
present in cases of effort syndrome were noted by King in 
his examination of some five hundred soldiers in J.918, (17L 
His findings in these cases however did not, as he concluded, 
have any rela ti~nship to this disease. He based his con-
elusion on the fact that similar findings are -found in about 
the same percentage in heal thy individuals, a.nd further 
stated that the majority of sounds were merely extraneous 
being due to changes in posture and respireAiion. Neverthe-
less King thought j. t best to keep the fo1lowing fincUngs 
in mind on auseul tati on of a suspected 5.rT:i. tab1e heart 
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patient, for it helped considerably in arriving at a final 
diagnosis. Some of these, find:i.ngs are: 
1 A third heart sound 
2 Reduplication of the first sound at tIle apex 
3 A systolic apical click 
4' Heart sounds at the left sternal border 
5 Systolic apical murlur in the rect~bent posture 
6 Cardi orespira tory . urmur lirrd. ted to inspira ti on 
? Cardiorespiratory heard in both j.nspiration 
and expirH.tion 
8 Systolic murmurs a the base of the heart 
9 Cardiorespiratory iastolic murmurs 
10 Extrasys t 01 es 
11 Reduplication of the second sound at the pulmonic 
area 
Electrocardiographica ly the P .. R. interval in these 
cases is found to be shorte This finding is true in 
thos e patients who have had rheurm tic fever, and~hre e 
who are a severe type of ne roc:l.rculatory asthenia. It has 
likewise been shown that it is unusual for these patients 
to have a heart block. (35), 
Clin:i.cally enlargemen of the heart might seem to be 
present for the reason that a visible pulsation is cOIT@only 
noticed in two or more inte costal sp ces. Such an extension 
of the impulse mayor may n t be associated with increase 
force of the beat.' The pre.ence of extraneous sounds and 
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the prominence or bre~thlessness all tend to lend evidence 
toward cardiac enlargement. (19), 
The reverse of such expected findings are true however 
as proved by Meakins and Gunson in their orthodj.agraphtc 
observations upon irritable heart patients during and after 
the world war. (25), These results, which are at present ac-
cepted as an expJ3anation of cardiac size in these-patients, 
is given below: 
1 The heart in cases of so called irrj. table heart 
is on the average somewhat smaller than normal. 
2 In cases with a diffuse apical j.mplisle no enla.rge-
ment is shown by t~e arthodiagraph. On the contrary 
the average measurement is smaller than normal, in 
the same proportion as in those who do not exhibit 
this sign. 
When such ca.ses rest in bed there is an average in-
crease in tl1e transverse d:i.a1peter pf heart of O.7cm. 
4 After strenuous exercise in cases having no material 
symptoms there is a decrease of one centimeter in the 
size of the heart, while in cases showing consp-
icuous symptoms there is. on the average, no appre-
ciable change in the size of the heart. 
Since orthodiagraphic examj.na tion does not show any en-
largement in the size of the heart it is generally accepted 
as being the case, for thereason that this method is the 
most accurate means of determining its shape, size and, 
contour. 
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1)i agnos is. 
The diagnosis of such a syndrome is qtd te easily made 
provided certain rules and limitations are kept in mind. 
~e greatest problem of all is to differentiate between 
func ti anal and organic heart di sease. However. if one has 
both conditions in mind when examining a suspected patient, 
and when the symptoms and physical signs af each are account-
ed for no particular trouble should be encountered o Method.s 
of differentiating between a!1.o. organic heart trouble will 
be the prime consideration of this resume on d.iagnosis. 
Back in 1855, Dr. Stokes published the points of diff-
erential diagnosis between nervous excitemen~ of the heart 
and itYpertrophy. (41), Dr. Stokes, basing his works on Dr. 
Corrigan's experiments, concluded that th,e following points 
of diagnosis were important: 
1 An impulse which is forciful and. increased but still 
loca ted in the normal posi ti on is :i.ndicative of 
nervous excitement, and as a result rules out cardic 
hyperertrophy, for the reason that he has never 
seen a. case of post morten hypertrophy of the heart 
where the apex was not out of place. 
2 The farce of the heart aselici ted aver the apex 
is greater than the same force fcmnd at trle pulse. 
This disproportion, a;.s to force, between the impulse 
at the side and at the wrj.st is of great diagnostic 
value. But the mechanism of such derangement has 
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not been sa tisfac torily explained even though num-
erous theories have been introduced. 
Da Costa listed, true heart disease, thyrotoxicosis, in-
fections, anenia, and malingerers as the most j.mportant dis-
eases to be differentiated from this condition of neurocir-
culatory asthenia. These condi tions are discussed as foll-
owing: (11). 
a From true heart disease by the absence j.n neuro-
circulatory a6thenia~of: 
1 Cardiac enlargement 
2 Characteristic murmur of valvular disease 
3 Of hypertension 
4 6f angina pectoris 
5 Of signs of heart failure 
6 And of abnormalities of roentgen ray shadow and 
electrocardiogram indicates at once that neuro-
circuJa tory asthenia j.B responsible for symptoms. 
b From thyrotoxicosis by the absence of: 
1 Exopthalmos 
2 Thyroid gland enlargement 
3 High basal metabolic rate 
c From infections by the absence of: 
1 fever or other evidence of infections 
d From anemia by the following: 
1 By history 
2 Anemic heart shows or has a murmur at the base 
~ 
3 Presence:,of venous ljium 
4 By the general aspect of the patient 
5 Absence of cardiac pain in anemic heart 
e From malingerers 
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1 They know nothing about the character of cardiac 
pa.in 
2 By making them lie dovm after undressing causes 
the heart to return to j.ts natural bea.t, and then 
on,his resuming the erect position, or walking 
around quietly, it will not as the irritable heart 
does regain its former frequency or 5.rregula.r 
rhytr.m. 
:3 Typical physical s :tgns are lacking .. 
Da Costa also gave as positive dagnostic signs of 
effort syndrome the following: (11), 
1 If patient responds to treatment is diagnostic 
of effort syndrome 
2 Don't depend too much on signs of hypertrophy 
at first for these might be due merely to an engor-
gement of the vessels and heart. 
3 Don I t confuse blowing sounds d.ue to exci tement and 
exertion with true murmurs due to organic valvular 
trouble. 
4 Dilatation of the heart may be diagnosed through 
percussion. palpaUon , :51,111 auscultation the 
the findings of which have been given under phy-
sical signs. 
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It is also possible to detect irritable heart patients 
before they are drafted~nto servj.ce by noting the follow-
ing signs and symptoms: (45). 
1 First taking a careful history,ppying particula r 
attention to previous attacks of dizziness or faint-
ing, exhaus tion,.o precordial pain and pounding of the 
heart on the least exertion. 
2 Ey noting the unusual physical response to the hop-
ping exercise 
3 The increase of pulse rate which was out of prop-
ortion to the exercise 
Paul D. White, after examining many patients in private 
practice and civil life, concluded that inorder to differ-
entiate cardi.ac fail'lre from effort syndrome the follow:i.ng 
obs erv at ions should be ma.de: (48), 
1 
2 
Determine if heart is enlarged 
whether systolic murmur is evident 
whether diastolic murmur is present 
4 Presence of arrhythmia must be looked for 
5 Whether viens in the neck are congested 
6 Presence of enlarged liver and edema of feet and legs 
7 Whether cyanosis is presence 
White emphasized that it was possible for a condition 
of heart failure an~effort syndrome to be associated, and 
warned the rnedica1j;profession against the too often made mis-
take of failing to diagnose this double syndrome. Merely 
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because the patients shows symptoms of effort syndrome does-
n't rule ou t cardiac clisease. Prov1ded one of these posi-
tive findings are present one should be ~ery susp1cious of 
organic disease and devote alot of attention in an attempt 
to rule it out or definitely find such pathology. 
Wili te summarized his opinion as to d.ifferential diag-
nosis of effort syndrome and. cardiac as following: (49), 
1 Cardiac failure is diagnosed 1f in the presence of 
diastolic murmur, cardiac enlargement, and a hist-
ory of rheluna tic fever. 
2 While a diagnosis of effort s~mdrome is accepted 
when the absence of the above findings is evident 
in association with nervous symptoms. 
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rreatment 
Vlhi te recommends that the patient's situation be ex-
plained to him, and to take the pat:i.ent wholly into your 
confidence by discussing seriously the condition with him. 
It is just a.s wrong to regard the whole trouhle as negligible 
or imagi nary t as i$ .s 0 of ten done, afl it is to regard it as 
a dangerous or serious state which may threaten Itfe and 
which demands rest in bed. Equally wrong and perniclous are 
the two extremes of the diagnof,is that of myocardi tis or 
cardiac insufficiency and no disease or imagina.ry trouble.(46) 
A careless disregard of the disorder wi th hasty reas-
surance may make as much of a permanent cr5.pple of the pat-
ient as the strict order to go to bed and take digitalis 
does.. (46) & (24), A half an hour or an hour spent in exp-
]a ining the si tua ti on will save. mm y months of invalid exi t-
ence and hundreasof dollars spent for all kinds of doctors 
and medicine none of which did a!l'ily good for the patient. 
Help the patient draw up his program and emphasize 
the importance of routine. Warn him against doing heavy work 
an(i Keeping late hours. Forbid the use of alcohol, tobacco, 
coffee and tea. Take him under your control and:make him 
! 
see the case as you do, emphasizing always that it, is for 
his good,and that it is the only chance he has of living a 
happy life. {46L 
Symptomatic therapy for headache, insomnia, or extre-
me nervousness wi th brorrddes or hypnotics may beMhelp but 
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should be discontinued as soon as possible. Digitalis 
usually makes the condi tj. on worse by increasing the force 
of the heart action or by producing toxic symptoms like anor-
exia. (46), 
1)a Costa used digitalis and found that it rre.de no diff-
erence whether diga tali s or its ac ti veprincj.ple was us ed. 
for each had the same affect on the heart.. He found that 
digitalis lowered the pulse and gradually lead to permanent 
improvemen't. He was accustomed to giving ten 'drops three 
times a day 'of the tincture or from one sixieth, to one 
thirdieth grain of the digitaline t.i.d. These amounts were 
continued wi th slj.ght intermj.ss). ons from weeks to several 
mon ths • (11), 
Hecent experiments, however, on the effects produced 
by digi t.alis on irr! table heart patients have been run by 
Parkinson. (33), ~y running the patients through a C0 1 rse 
of exercises andnoting the effect that digitalts had on the 
\ 
pulse rate and blood pr~ssure) Parkinson concluded that dig-
ita lis scarej.j4 influences these pa tj. ents. These f ).TIdings 
conflict with those of va Costa, but additional experiments 
have proved that Parkinson's findings were valid and as a 
result digitalis is not oonsidered at present of any use in 
these cases. 
Ds Costa also recommended aconite given in doses of one 
sixtieth to one thirdieth gratin, and when used in conjunct-
ion with cLi.gitalis it reduced the forcihle contracti.on of 
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the heart and wa~ used for tha t purpose mnnly. t11). Vera-
trum viride was used, and had a. s imila,:r quJ,eting effec t as 
digitalis but was not as efficient for the reason that its 
effect was not as lasting. Belladonna and atropine given in 
variable amounts and doses was seen to help restore the normal 
rhythm of the heart. '111is drug was exceedingly valuable 
when given in conjunction with digitalis or when follow:i.ng 
digi ta lis. Opium was used wj, th remarke ble improvement in some 
cases, but was used wi th mdch"precal1tt.on-becaTJse'of its 
habitual tendency. Additional drugs such as )1yoscyanus, can-
nabis, indica, valerian, ergot, and the bromides were used 
the affects of which were mostly quieting but not permanent. 
Neuhof treatment wnich he uses in general practice con-
sists of an attempt to assure the pa.tj.ent that his Bondit-
ion is not as serious as he supposes. (30), Rest and sim-
:i.lar agenicies given above are also recommended by him. 
Medicinally. however. Neubof uses 111:i.xed bromj., des and sup-
rarenal gland extracts anti gives them as fo~lowir~g: He 
gives one gram of mj xed bromicles well d ilu ted in water 
three times a day after meals. Depending upon th~rrogress of 
the case, the dose is correspondingly diminished and stopped. 
In cases that 'are annoyed by slee:plefisness he adds ten grc:d.ns 
of chloral hydrate or ej.ght eriLins of veronal every night for 
a few days. Fe advocated the use of suprarenal gland extract 
given in five grain tablets onlJ11 when symptomsof tacr.iYcardia 
or precordial distress becomes annoying. 
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One of the most successful methods of treatment used in 
the. army VIas that of graded exerc:i.ses. Men were examined. and 
graded according to their toleranee to exercise. They were 
grouped aecordi ng to their physical abili ty as mentj.oned 
elsewhere under physical signs. I'hose that were unfit were 
not allowed to continue in service. While those who sho'wed 
only temporary symptoms, due to th5.s syndrome, ~vere cJs ss-
ified and given graded exercifles e ;By t;}q,e following a set of 
graded exerc:i.f:leS these patient's tolerRnce was slowly hu:i.l t 
up until trLey were again !)f normal physical c oncU. t:i on. The 
system of exerc5.ses used were those purposed hy Thomas I,ew:;.s. 
These cons is ted of a seri es of drillsftermed B.15 t B. C. 30, C. 
15, C.30. and D. 30, The letter :i.nd.:i.cating the stiffness of 
the exercise, a nd the !lJun'her the duraU.on of the drill in 
minutes. (21) & (28), B. 15, consists of simple movements, 
and calls for no C ODf1jdexa ble ex:pendi ture of energy; whereas 
1). ::0, includes man y of the s ti ffes t exerEises of the a.rmy 
exercise 'hook and. entails th5.r,ty minutes of hard work. 
All those cases to whom drillf. are preflcribed start 
on the easj. es t drill and. proeresB from th1s to those of llJgh-
er grades. ace ording to their tolerance. (21), A few days 
or a week upon the two fifteen Ininutes drills suffi ces. 
1'" week is usually spent on ea.ch of the tpree thirty minute 
drills. Men who promise well may be>.kept a week or so long-
er on tbe highest grades of drill to harden them. All men 
on exercises C. 15, and B. 30, go regularly for route marches 
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in the early afternoon. These are short marches of one or 
two miles at R slow time. Xen in classes C. 30, and D. 30, 
are taken for longer marches of four to fj.ve mi lE';s at a 
brisk .pace. The exercises and marches are supplemented by 
out door games. At su5.table intervals all men are examined 
as they come from drills or marches. T.hose men who feel 
the drill and fatigue easily are ir:s.tructed to report to the 
medic~l officer at once. The results of such treatment 
are given by Lewis and Da Costa in the section of this paper 
dealing with course and prognosis • 
. A.lthough no set of exercises, such as these given, 
have ~een advocated seriously for use in peace on civilians, 
it is only reasonable to assume that such gra.dation can be 
mde to a great advantage, and probably are hej.ng used a1 though 
nothing defini te as to specifi ty has been publishecL (18 ~. 
It must be carried in mind,however, that such cases exist in 
our daily l;.fe and that these must be recognized and treated 
as accurately as those found in war times. 
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Course and Prognosis 
According to Da Costa this condition rl1ay gr&,dually sub-
s:'tde or it may pass hy degrees of progress into cardiac 
enlargement. Whether or not they pass over to cardiac 
enlargement depends a great deal on the treatment. However, 
some cases show Carel.lac enlargement. even ,:though they were, 
treated to the best of one's knowledge. The manifestations 
of cardiac hypertrophy are:' 
1 The impulse is extended 
2 The first sound lengthens, its val vular character 
dj.sappears and s a does the grea.t dis tine tness of the 
second sound. 
3 The ac ti on of the he'ar t be come s grad ually 51 owe r , 
pulse fuller, the cardiac pain lessons, and the 
respiration bears a more natural proportion to the 
still excited action, but the breathing is more per-
sistently oppressed. 
4 The percllssionnote at first is still doubtful. but 
gradually the boundaries become markedly extended.. (11) 
Recent inves tiga tors have disproved ~a Costtl,S idea of 
cardiac hypertrophy in effort syndrome. and it is the gen-
eml opinion of the profession to day taat orgnic pathology 
doesn't oocur. The hnportance of na Costa's findings, how-
ever, lies in the fact that there :i.s a poss1bU.i ty that card-
iac hypertrophy might be superj.mposed on a neurocirculatory " 
asthenic patient. Credit, therefore, for this conclusion 
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must be given to ~a Costa and always guarded against by the 
profession. 
T)a Costa investigated and published the reSlll ts of 
two hundres cases of soldiers who were diagnoses as having 
effort syndrome. His results are tc'lbulated as following: (11), 
Results Cases Percent 
Returned to regiment ----------- 76 ------.---- 38 
Detailed for other servj.ce 13' 
-----"..,---- 6.5 
Time expired ------------~------ 11 ---------- 5.5 
Uncertain 63 
----------
31.5 
Veteran Reserve 1 18 
----------
9 
Veteran Reserve 11 5 
-----------
2.5 
Discharged --------------------- 14 ------ .... --- 7 
Total 200 
----------
100 
The seventy six who returned to their regj.ment did 
so for the mre.t part only after they had done guard duty 
for sometime, a nd had been thoroughly tested.. 1be thirt-
een who were detailed for other services, as clerks, order-
lies, etc., were chiefly such who, for some ailment besjdes 
the cardiac malady" were judged unfi t for field work. Of 
the eleven whose time expired about one half would have been 
sent back to thetr regiments, and in the same proportion would 
probably have been the disposition of the sixty three marked 
uncertain results. In the veteran reserve those men who 
where partly inca.pacitated were given\light work in the 
garrison. bu~not j.n the field. While those who were dis-
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charged were cases who j. t was certain wonldn t t be af any s er-
vice to the regiments again. 
In an attempt to determine the immediate prognosis 
of neurocirculatory as thenic patients, Grant made alStud.y of 
1 
six hundred and one cases. His works, which covered a per-
iod of five years to complete. were published in 1925. (16), 
Of these cases 15 0 3 percent recovered entirely, 17.8 per- , 
cent improved, 56.2 percent remained stationary,and only Z.2 
percent became worse. The incidence of serious disease in 
the group was 8.7 percent; the most frequent infection was 
pulmonary tuberculosis which constituted 3.7 percent. The in.., 
cidence of definite heart disease was only one percent. So 
far as is known there is no tende~cy for cases of neurocir-
cua tory' asthenia e;. ther to die or to develop organic heart 
disease. There is,however, a distinct tendency for them 
to live partially crippled lives. 
Grant further concluded that the general prognosis i.s 
to some extent modified by age and tolerance of exercise. (16) 
For example it was found that the general prognosis is 
better,the younger the patient. Grant 5.llustra ted this b'\r 
" 
stating that the soldiers .between the ages of seventeen and 
twenty had a percentage of recovery of 25 percent and an 
incidence of diseaseof 2.9 percent.. Those between the ages 
of forty one and fj.fty had a corresponding fig1.ire of 2.1 
and 16.7 respectively. 
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Prognosis is adversely affected b3T the presence of 
certain abnormal pnysicHl signs in the chest. particularly 
with regard to the incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis. whjch 
fa 8.8 percent as compared with 2.9 percent in the absence 
of such signs. (16) It is considered, however, that the 
practlcal importance of these signs lies rather in diagnce ls, 
and that such cases should be treated preferahly as ca,s€f1 of 
actnal pulmonary tlibercuiosiswhich in many cases is pro-
bably1'hllnrec6gnized causs of the symptoms. 
Grant, in his more extensive studies, found that the 
incidence of definite cardiac disease tor the whole group 
during the period of fiYe years is no more tha.n one p~:rcent. 
it is fel t that incipient cardiac disease cannot he regarded 
as the underlying cause of the effort syndrome in anything 
but a negligible proportion of the cases. In concluding 
his publication. Cfrant stated that there is no material d.if-
ference in the development of cardiac disease or in general 
health between those patients whose cardia physia.al signs 
were normal 9l1d those who presented such signs as apical or 
basal systolic murmurs, a. diffuse apex beat or extras7stole. 
It ;'13 felt that whatever diagnostic significance be attached 
to these cardia physical signs, they may be neglected at 
arriving at a prognosis, and tha.t thej.r chfef value lies in 
directing attention to the cardio vascular system for the 
detection of other and more definite signs of the djsease. 
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Tholll.as I.Jewis found that extension of the impulse iria 
patient was wi thout value in these paUents. Out of two 
hundred and thirty patients in whom the apex beat was normal 
one hundred and forty two or sixty ope percent returned to 
duty, and of eighty six patients :l.n whom the impulse was 
diffuse fifty 6ne or sixty percent returned to duty. He also 
prar ed that au t of forty six pa tj. en ts in whom the thrus t 
was e1 ther ford. ble or forcible and diffuse twenty of forty 
three percent retu,rned to duty. (18), Thus proving that a 
forcible heart beat had no prognostic value. 
The course of neuroclrcula tory as thenia j.s a very var-
'iable one. but the prognosis is alwa.ys good 8'0 far as length 
of life is concered. "Ene degree of lncapaci ty depend's on 
several factors but chiefly on the intensity of symptoms and. 
adequaG~ of treatMent. Recovery from a considerable deeree 
of neuroc:i.rcula.:tory instability is possible with care, but the 
patient is always iiable to a return of trouble 1,f there is 
a return of the causative factors. (46), 
Of five hlmdred soldiers with this condj.tion, reported 
by Lewis during the world war, two hundred and eighty six 
or fifty one percent were found to ~e unfit for all military 
service, and of the remaining two hundred and seventy two 
thirty eight had to be removed later, In ci villan life c om-
plete incapacity is much less frequent for two reasons, one of 
--,~ 
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which is due to the degree of neurocirculatory asthenia which 
is less marked in civilians, and the other reason is that the 
strain of civilian ldfe and the work to which the patient 
must retu.rn is less than that of military service. (19), 
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Case "R.eportg; 
Six case histories will be given in all.. 1"nree of 
these will be taken from patients reported during the civil 
war, and three from patients studied during the world war. 
Case 1 
Patient was a soldier having done hard field service 
f or a year. He en tered the hospi tal c ompJa ining of: 
1 Diarrhea 
2 :Precordial pain which was very severe sometimes 
causing him to throw himself down on the ground 
ln agony 
3 Dimness of vis.ion and giddiness 
4 Brea th~lessness on the sl ightes t exerti on 
5 Palpj. tati on 
.P.hysical signs: 
1 Pulse was 96 going to 115. on exercise 
2 Impulse extended and irregular 
3 First heart sound feeble and the second very distinet 
Treatment: 
1 Rest, digitalis, and acronite 
Course, Patient became better and returned to duty in 
six months. (ll) 
Case 11 
Patient a soldier entered the hospi tal because of: 
1 Breathlessness 
2 Pal pi t at:t on 
3 Precordial paJ.n 
4 Giddiness and inability to concentrate 
Physical signs: 
1 Ve~J nervous man 
2 Pulse 112, irregular and extended 
3 First sound was sharp and short 
4 Cardiac diameter normal 
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5 Blood pressure showed a high systolic but a compe.rt-
ively low diastolic 
6 Apex beat forcible and diffuse 
Treatment: rest, digitalis and acronite 
Course: Retu.rned to active duty in eight months (J.l) 
Case 111 
Patient sent1''base hospital because of": 
nrea ordial pain 
2 Breathlessness 
3 Palpi tat:i.on 
4 Flushing of face on exertion 
5 (fiddiness 
6 Weakness 
Physical signs: 
1 Pulse 84, forcible with only a moderate jerk 
2 Apex beat abrupt 
3 First sound ill developed 
4 Second sound distinct 
Treatment: Digitaline and rest 
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Course: Patient waR seen five years later and gave some of 
the same symptoms. (11) 
Case IV 
Symptoms and history: 
'this man was sent to the hospi tal wi th the diagn osis of 
chronic endocarditis. He had never had rheumatism, scarlet 
fever, tonSillitis, or veneful disease. He says he was never 
ill before he had his present trouble. While in the army in 
1918, he was gassed, and every since that time he has had 
dizzy spells, fainting attacks, weaknes.s, And short)stap-
bing pains around hisfhe8,rt. He is'jVery nervous, so much so 
I I 
that at ti.mes he cannot hold a pen in his hand/on account of 
, 
tremor. He sleeps lightly and the least Ii ttle thing awaken 
him. (49), 
Physical signs: 
At the time of examina.tion the patient looked a:DDrehen .... 
sive. His face was flushed.. His knee jerks were very lively 
and hi s extended fingers showed a marked tremor. Hj. s puls e 
rate j.n a standing position was l~)O, sitting 106, and in the 
prone POSl tion 86. After fifty hops'~is face and neck became 
very flushed, and he fel t giddy and fell over" Auscul tation 
showed a short systolic murmur at the apex, not masking the 
first sounds The heart was not enlarged.. 1'he final cUagnosis 
was effort syndrome .. 
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This man was sent to the hos!J5.tal with a diagnosis of 
a v8,lvula rheart d5.sease~ history of diseases was negative. 
bymp toms: 
1 Pain around the he~rt . 
2 bhortness of hreath 
3 General weakness especially when he walked a .. lot 
4 Nervousness 
5 Palpj. tation especially nottceable when lying on 
the left side 
6 Dizziness, sometimes when he arises from a chair 
everything bee ')mes blurred 
7 Sweating of handsrndjfeet 
8 Trembling 
Phys 5.eal ex.amj.na ti on: 
1 Fis face was flushed and had an aplJ:rehensive exp-
ression 
2 Knee jerks were lively 
3 Tremor 
4 :Uerrvous and fj.dgety 
5 Pulse was 104, wi th markedrespirb.tory 5j.nus arrhy-
thmia 
6 AW:;Gul,tatlo1".\ showed asystoli,; Flurmur that did not 
masketi t. the fi l'fl t sound. 
7 No diastolic murmur was brought out 
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8 Hc-;a.:rt was not~nle, rged 
TIi a.gnos is: Eff ort 'syndrome I (49) , 
Case VJ.: 
Pa.tient entered. the hOSl)i tal wi th an admission dj.agnos-
is of valvular heart disease, 
Symptoms: 
1 Dizzy spells 
2 Tired feeling all the time 
3 Palpitation 
4 Breathlessness 
5 Precordial pains 
6 Nervousness 
7 Easlly exci ted 
Physical examination: 
1 Pulse on examination y.'as 160, at first but went 
down to 116, neEU' the end of the examination 
2 Knee Jerks lively 
3 Tremor 
4 Systolic 'hlood pressure 156, at first letter 148, 
and at the end af the examina.tion 142. 
5 Short systolic murmur not masking th~~ f:i.r8t Bound a 
6 No diastol,c :murmur heard 
7 Heart not enlarged 
Diagnosis: Effort syndrome 
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In conclucU.ng this paper, I think that~ j_t would be 
appropria te to inel ude the following s l11Tlmary of the fi.nd-
ings as .they are discussed under the variollf) headings: 
1 By reviewing the nj.story it was discovered that 
thi s syndrome has exi s ted through out all ages, but 
it has only been since the civil war the. t any part-
icular attention has been giv~n to it. 
2 In regard to the et:i.ology it canonly be sa:i.d that 
definite predisI)lsing factors seem to throw a strain 
on one's constitution, and after a period of a few 
months or years the heart becomes sens\tive to it. 
;) The symptoms of th5.s disease are (iuite viell defined. 
The f lve most :i.mportRnt ·being liTea thlessness. pal-
pi ta ti on, precordial pain. eX/laus ti on, and nerVOl1S-
ness. 
4 The pj;lysical signs are mostly significant because of 
the absence of any form of cardiac enlargement 
when the above\symptoms are associated. The increase 
pulse rate in response to exercise associated with 
h;.gh systolic and low diastolj.c blood presfiure are 
likewise typioal-
5 The diagnosis of this C ondi ti on is eas ily made" T.he 
onief difficulty is to determine whether an organic 
or functional disease exists. This differentiation 
can be determined from the symptoms and physical 
signs. 
'+i.. 
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6 The present treatment consists ma:inly of rest and a 
gre~ed form of exercises. Such form of treatment 
must be associated with psychotherapy in wh:i.ch no 
mention of a possible heart djsease}should be made. 
? Provided adequate treatment is folloV'ied the pat;.ent 
will greatly :i.mprove with in a period of six to 
eight months. A complete cure is possible after 
thls time. 
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